
The Afro-Caribbean community’s global influence is

nothing short of a miracle. We established our influence

throughout the world starting from nothing; we received

no reparations following our emancipation from

enslavement and received no blueprint on how to re-

establish our humanity and way of life. Moreover we are

talking about a people whose ancestors were forbidden to

retain their indigenous cultures, languages and

spirituality while enduring unrelenting brutalization

during enslavement, only to surreptitiously conserve

aspects of our indigenous cultures and create new

cultural fusions. Yet have we internalized our greatness

and influence? Moreover, we gave the world Usain Bolt,

Bob Marley and Vybz Kartel, our artistic inventions of

salsa, reggaeton, reggae and dancehall music, our

carnivals, especially Caribana, and innovative cuisine

delights including jerk chicken and beef patties. Yet,

despite the well-known obsession non-Afro/Caribbean

people have with our above-mentioned cultural icons,

activities and food dishes, many of these groups’

concurrent complicity in our oppression and exploitation

through gaslighting or turning a “blind eye” to our

demands of humane treatment is unsurprising but

nonetheless disheartening. 
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Let us talk about Caribana, which has now been legally

changed to the Scotiabank Caribbean Carnival Toronto. For

the purposes of this article and familiarity of most of the

readers, the term Caribana will be used to describe the annual

Toronto Caribbean carnival festival. Caribana is a carnival-

styled festival with roots in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T) created

by previously enslaved African people, and is celebrated by

the Caribbean Diaspora in Toronto, Ontario. In 1967, Caribana

was established in Canada by various Afro-Caribbean peoples,

including Maurice Bygrave and Peter Marcelline[1]. These

African-Caribbean peoples formed the Caribbean Cultural

Committee (CCC) and intended for Caribana to serve as a

culturally uplifting event amidst an global politically

tumultuous time i.e. Caribbean countries gaining

independence, the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. and

the racial and cultural oppression existing in Toronto, Ontario.

Initially, the proceeds from the festival flowed back into the

community to generate scholarships for our youth and to

establish a Caribbean cultural community centre. In 2010, a

Ryerson study estimated Caribana’s economic impact to be

438 million dollars, creating the equivalent of 6800 jobs[2].

Caribana’s annual attendance has been estimated at 1.2

million people[3] making the weekend festival one of the

largest festivals in the world and certainly one of Canada’s

leading economic sources. Regrettably, the monies have been

said to more so benefit the airlines and hospitality industry

than the actual festival and committee members.

Furthermore, financial mismanagement in the 90s and 2000s

by the founders caused the group to lose ownership of the

group and these rights were transferred over to the City of

Toronto in 2006[4].  

Since the loss of legal ownership and rights, while the City of

Toronto and Canada continue to profit from Caribana’s multi-

million dollar revenue, which exceed the financial gains of the

Canadian National Exhibition (CNE) and Toronto International

Film Festival (TIFF)[5], a dearth of the funds flow back into our

community. “Caribana” represents the consequence of the

Canadian government’s cultural exploitation and our

community’s financial irresponsibility collectively contributing

to our sustained pitiful economic condition, all of which

unjustly keeps our children under Eurasian oppression and in

a state of Eurasian-dependency. 

Caribana is only one example of our innate

ability to create change for ourselves. While we

could use our economic impact as leverage to

demand back ownership of the group and

receive adequate funding for the festival, it

may also be time to completely boycott the

now European-owned festival and organize a

new independent committee/festival,

assuming we have learned from our previous

financial mistakes. Our international economic

power with Caribana alone provides us the

potential to create jobs, institutions and

scholarships for our community and younger

generation. We must ask ourselves: are we

willing to continue attending/organizing a

festival that we no longer control, just to

“buss/catch a wine” while our children are

forced to depend on and be oppressed in

Eurasian institutions or are we ready to rebuild

and establish control of our community? 
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